
JTX CANBUS Instructions 

Conventional vehicles such as Ford, Holden, Chev and Nissan etc don’t normally have any issues and the hi/lo 
function for these vehicles is just plug and play.  

However, all Toyota, Suzuki and a few others have reverse polarity issues which means even if you can solve 
their unique earth switching problem the wrong side earths and the power runs the wrong way for the LED 
lights to work. The JTX CANBUS Load Modules solves both earth switching and reverse polarity issues.  

JTX CANBUS Load Modules 

The job of the Can Bus Load Module is to draw more load from the car’s 
original wiring system. Some cars have computers sensing for whether 
lights are turned on.  

Toyota’s way of telling you your high beam is not coming on is by not 
turning on the blue high beam dash light. A lot of Toyota owners also pick 
up the feed for their spotlight wiring from a terminal in the AUX power box 
in the engine bay – That terminal and the blue dash light both work off a 
relay that requires a 50w load before it switches. If your car’s old wires are 
just triggering relays in a wiring harness (above) that’s not enough load so 
these CANBUS Load modules load up the old wiring system.  

Some vehicles hold a residual charge in the high beam lights normally expelled quickly if the globe or light 
were plugged in. But if it is only a relay plugged in (wiring harness) it can take longer to expel that charge and 
the high beams stay on. The CANBUS Load module expels any residual charge quickly so high beams switch 
off.  

For best results use both CANBUS modules. The male plugs go into your car’s Hi/Lo headlight sockets. (The 
Outer lights if you have 4 lights). The Male of your headlight wiring harness plugs into one of the CANBUS 
modules. It is ok to leave the second CANBUS module with nothing plugged into it, so long as it is plugged 
into the car’s second hi/lo socket.  

 

 


